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ABSTRACT

From a database perspective, these approaches are interesting
as they alleviate the memory bottleneck. However, existing approaches quantizing the input data implicitly assume that either the
data is always available in the correct precision (e.g., for 32-bit
fixed-point numbers, 32 copies of the original data with precision
ranging from 1 to 32 bits are required) or the data is pre-quantized
at its source (e.g., memory or disk) [17, 45]. A further challenge is
that the correct precision needed by each application is not always
known in advance and varies depending on the statistical characteristics of the data. The overhead for machine learning that uses
quantized datasets is even bigger when hardware accelerators are
used, since existing solutions require 1) a different microarchitecture for each precision level and 2) a separate copy of the quantized
data at the right level of precision [45].
To address these issues, we have designed MLWeaving, a novel
end-to-end system enabling any-precision learning of generalized
linear models in database engines. We implement a prototype of
the MLWeaving system in DoppioDB, a column store database
augmented with FPGA acceleration [87], as a first step to explore
how database storage formats can be combined with the requirements of machine learning algorithms. MLWeaving has two key
innovations that make the learning process on FPGAs quantizationfriendly (C1) and synchronous (C2).
C1: Flexible Memory Layout and Hardware Implementation.
MLWeaving combines 1) a memory layout supporting the efficient
retrieval of the input data at any level of precision and 2) an FPGAbased design providing hardware acceleration to speed up SGD regardless of the precision used. The key idea behind MLWeaving is
a transposed memory layout where different bits of a given value
are stored separately. SGD is evaluated sample-at-a-time, i.e., all
the features of the sample are read before the gradient is computed.
At full precision, reading a row corresponding to a data point accesses all the features for that sample. MLWeaving vertically partitions each data point (a row in a table) at the bit level so that the
first bit of all features of a data point are stored consecutively, then
the second bit, etc. This provides two benefits. First, the number
of memory accesses needed to read a value is proportional to the
precision used. Lower precision leads to fewer memory accesses.
Second, the format allows the serialization of the data into a hardware accelerator in the form of a bit stream, improving the memory
bandwidth utilization.
We show that the bit stream format can be used to compute the
gradient using bit-serial multipliers (i.e., process all the first bits in
the first cycle, all the second bits in the second cycle, etc. [33, 43,
66, 88, 93, 102, 105]) a more efficient approach than that used in
existing systems [17, 45]. The resulting design employs only one
third of the resources used in previous solutions and allows higher
frequency, doubling the rate at which data can be processed on an
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methods on CPUs.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Database engines have started to provide support for training machine learning (ML) models over relational data (e.g.,
MADlib [32]). Generalized linear models, such as support vector machines and logistic regression solved using stochastic gradient descent (SGD), are among the most common approaches used
within databases. Although useful in many applications, these
models are expensive to compute and, thus, there is a great deal
of activity exploring ways to reduce the overhead of training. One
promising approach is quantization applied to either the values in
the model [15, 31, 92] or, our focus in this paper, lower precision
input data. Using lower precision on the input data reduces the
amount of data accessed during training, thereby shortening training times [108].
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a function Qs : Rd 7→ Fd , a deterministic quantization function
that maps a floating-point value to an s-bit fixed-point representation Qs (a).The quantization process is conducted in two steps.
1, Floating Point to Fixed Point Conversion. The first step is
to generate a full-precision fixed-point table TS , where S is the
maximum number of bits of the quantized value in the table. The
new fixed-point value (ã) in TS is calculated to be f˜ multiplied
by 2S − 1 (instead of 2S ),1 since the range of each floating-point
value in the normalized table is between 0 and 1. Therefore, the
larger the S value, the higher the precision. In our FPGA design,
the fixed-point value ã is interpreted as:

FPGA accelerator. Furthermore, our approach supports dynamic
selection of the level of precision by simply reading more or fewer
bits when processing the data in each epoch of the SGD algorithm.
C2: Efficient Synchronous Execution. Due to the sequential
nature of the SGD algorithm, a common approach to parallelizing
it on modern CPUs/GPUs is to perform asynchronous updates to
the model. By doing so, different cores do not need to acquire expensive locks for every gradient calculation [71, 109] (thus better
hardware efficiency). This approach is guaranteed to converge under certain (often mild) conditions, but it could converge slower
than the synchronous approach (thus worse statistical efficiency).
In MLWeaving, we show how synchronous SGD on an FPGA can
be made almost as efficient, in terms of hardware efficiency, as
asynchronous SGD on an FPGA. Meanwhile, MLWeaving often requires fewer epochs to converge than its asynchronous CPU counterpart. As a result, MLWeaving converges faster, in terms of endto-end performance, than its asynchronous CPU counterpart.
We have implemented MLWeaving on an Intel Arria 10 FPGA
using Intel’s Xeon+FPGA platform (HARP) [28] where the FPGA
is integrated in the same package as a Xeon multicore CPU. Experimental results show that MLWeaving achieves up to 16× performance improvement over the state-of-the-art low-precision firstorder CPU implementation (Table 8).

2.

ã =

1st row ABCD EFGH

Table 1: Notation used in the paper

2nd row abcd

Range

N
M
B
λ
s
~
x
S
Ts
a[i]
Qs (A)

Number of samples for training
Number of features in the sample
Mini batch size
Learning rate
Number of bits used at runtime
Model, i.e., a vector of parameters
Maximum number of bits of the quantized value
s-bit fixed-point table (i.e., training dataset)
i-th bit of fixed-point value a, 1 ≤ i ≤ S
s-bit quantized value of full-precision A

Input
Input
Hyper-param
Hyper-param
Input
Output
32
1≤s≤S
0 or 1
1≤s≤S

#CL
#F req
#Mmax
#Bank

Number of bits of a cache line
Frequency of the SGD hardware design
Maximum dimensions of supported model
Number of banks implemented in hardware

512 bits
400 MHz
32K
8

2.1

(2)

where ã[i] represents the i-th bit of ã, 0 or 1. The first bit (i = 1)
is the most significant bit. Figure 1(a) shows an example of a fullprecision fixed-point table TS where S = 4. The quantized value
(ã = 10102 ) of the seventh column and the first row2 represents
the value of f˜: 1 × 2−1 + 0 × 2−2 + 1 × 2−3 + 0 × 2−4 = 0.625.
2, Fixed Point Quantization. The second step of Qs is to quantize the fixed point table TS into the desired level of precision. This
step is performed by keeping the s most significant bits of TS . Figures 1(b-d) illustrate the quantized 3-bit, 2-bit and 1-bit fixed-point
tables for the original data shown in Figure 1(a). For example, the
full-precision fixed point representation 10102 in T4 is 1012 , 102 ,
and 12 for 3, 2, and 1 bit precision, respectively.

BACKGROUND

Definition

ã[i] × 2−i ,

i=1

MLWeaving combines ideas from several areas: databases, machine learning, and computer architecture. In this section we introduce the necessary background to understand the overall design.
Table 1 summarizes the notation used throughout the paper.

Term

S
X

IJKL MNOP RSTU VXYZ

efgh

ijkl

mnop

rstu

vxyz

1010

0101

1100

0011

(a) Full-precision fixed-point table TS = T4
1st row ABC EFG

IJK MN RST VXY 101 010
O
efg ijk mno
rst vxy 110 001
(b) 3-bit fixed-point table T3

2nd row abc

1st row AB EF

IJ

2nd row ab ef

ij

M RS VX 10 01
N rs vx 11 00
mn

(c) 2-bit fixed-point table T2

A E I MR V 1 0
a e i mr v 1 0
(d) 1-bit fixed-point table T1

Figure 1: Four fixed-point quantized tables (T4 , T3 , T2 , T1 ) containing 2 data points with 8 features. Each table has two rows and
eight columns, and each element has four bits, where the symbol
(e.g., A-Z, a-z) is binary, 0 or 1.

Normalization and Quantization

2.2

For all ML algorithms, raw data must be converted into a suitable
format before the learning process. In MLWeaving, data is stored in
the format resulting from a normalization and a quantization step.
Normalization reduces the range of values without affecting the
overall result of the training. Without loss of generality, MLWeaving uses the scaled range [0, 1]. Accordingly, for each column, the
original value f is normalized to the value f˜ (Equation 1):

Low-precision SGD

SGD is a popular algorithm to train generalized linear models.
Given a relation A, the full precision SGD solves the following
optimization problem:
minimize :
~
x

f − fmin
,
(1)
fmax − fmin
where fmin and fmax are the maximum and minimum values in the
column, respectively. An advantage of learning inside the database
engine is that normalization can be accomplished using either the
meta-data available on a relational table or computed using standard SQL (min, max).
Quantization happens over the normalized dataset. It involves
converting a full-precision floating-point value f˜ into a lowerprecision fixed-point value. Specifically, our goal is to construct

N
1 X
f (~
x · a~i , bi ),
N i=1

where a~i is one row in the input relation, bi is the corresponding
training label, ~
x is the model, and f (−) is a loss function. SGD
solves this problem by iteratively scanning the input relation A –
for each row a~i , it calculates the gradient with respect to ~
x, and
updates the model. Each pass over the input data is called an epoch.
SGD usually runs for multiple epochs until convergence.

f˜ =

f˜ = 1.0 leads to ã = 2S − 1.
We use three pairs of words (table, training dataset), (row, sample)
and (column, feature) interchangeably within each pair.
1

2
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Training SGD over low precision representation of the input data
using a generalized linear model targets the following function:

Algorithm 1: L OW-P RECISION M INI -BATCH SGD
: N : number of samples,
E: number of epochs,
γ: learning rate,
Qs (a~i ): s-bit quantized data set of the i-th sample, ∈ F1×M ,
bi : label value of the n-th sample, bi ∈ R1 .
Output : ~
x: model with a set of parameters.

Input

N
1 X
minimize :
f (~
x · Qs (a~i ), bi ),
~
x
N i=1
where the i-th sample consists of a vector of quantized s-bit values (Qs (a~i ) ∈ F1×M ).

/* Evaluate the e-th epoch.
1

Low-Precision Mini-batch SGD on FPGAs. One variant of
SGD that is popularly implemented in many systems is mini-batch
SGD [57] – instead of calculating the gradient using a single sample, mini-batch SGD uses multiple samples, called a “mini-batch”,
to calculate the average gradient. Mini-batch SGD can be easier
to accelerate because all samples in a mini-batch share the same
model and thus can be processed independently in parallel. For
applications such as distributed deep learning for image classification, mini-batch SGD, instead of the standard SGD, is the de facto
training algorithm. When deploying SGDs on FPGAs, we also use
mini-batch SGD [45].3
Algorithm 1 illustrates the flow of low-precision mini-batch
SGD, which is iteratively evaluated in E epochs (Line 1). In each
epoch, the entire low-precision training dataset is scanned, one
mini-batch of B samples per iteration (Line 2). Inside a mini-batch,
we initialize the average gradient (~g ) to zero at the beginning (Line
3), and compute the average gradient of this mini-batch (Lines 413).4 Each sample is processed as follows. First, we compute the
dot product of two vectors: the i-th low-precision sample Qs (a~i )
and the full-precision model5 ~
x (Line 8). Its output a dot x is a
full-precision scalar value. Second, we compute the scaling value
scale, based on the derivative (i.e., df ) of the given loss function
(Line 9). For different learning algorithms, we only need to modify
this function to compute the scaling value, while keeping the other
parts unchanged. Third, the gradient (gj+k
~ ) of this sample is computed (Line 10). Fourth, gj+k
~ is accumulated into the gradient of
this mini-batch (Line 11). Fifth, the model (~
x) is updated with the
average gradient ~g (Line 14).
Performance Metrics. The end-to-end performance of SGD can
be measured as the time that it takes to achieve the target loss. This
can be further decomposed into two metrics [107] that we will use
throughout this paper. Hardware efficiency measures the time that
SGD requires to finish one epoch. Statistical efficiency represents
the number of epochs that SGD requires to converge.

/* Mini-batch processing

*/

for (i = 0; i < N ; i+ = B) do

2

/* Zero the gradient of this mini-batch
4

/* Multi-bank processing

*/

#pragma parallel in hardware
for (k = 0; k < #Bank; k + +) do
int32 t = i + j + k;

5
6
7

/* Dot product

*/

int32 a dot x = Qs (a~t ) · ~
x;

8

/* Serial part

*/

int32 scale = γ × df (a dot x, bi+j+k );

9

/* Gradient computation
10

gj+k
~ = scale × Qs (a~t );

11

~
g=~
g + gj+k
~ ;

/* Gradient accumulation

*/
*/

end

12
13

end

14

~
x=~
x−~
g /B;

/* Model update

*/

end

15
16

*/

~
g = 0;
for (j = 0; j < B; j+ = #Bank) do

3

end

The degree of microarchitectural freedom in designing an algorithm is much higher on an FPGA than in software in general as
it is possible to design specialized compute units from scratch and
tailor the hardware to the application at hand [91]. The limiting
constraints in FPGA designs are meeting timing (how fast the hardware design can be clocked) and resource usage as the FPGA is
a physical device and, at a certain point, there are no more gates
available to implement additional function. Often, designs have to
balance one against the other and strive for an efficient trade-off
between parallelism on the one hand and FPGA resource usage on
the other hand.

3.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Target Platform. The target platform (Figure 2) for this work is
the 2nd generation Intel Xeon+FPGA [28], combining a Broadwell
14-core CPU E5-2680v4 with an Arria 10 FPGA. The FPGA has
cache-coherent access to the main memory (DDR4: 64GB) of the
CPU via 1 QPI link and 2 PCIe links, resulting in around 20 GB/s
combined read and write bandwidth. We perform all our experiments on this machine.
Database Integration. We integrate our FPGA-accelerated training designs into DoppioDB [87], an open source solution for
FPGA-accelerated databases, based on MonetDB [35]. DoppioDB

Hardware Acceleration

Most ML algorithms are known to be compute- and dataintensive. Not surprisingly, in recent years, we have seen a significant increase in the number of specialized hardware solutions
for ML, from GPUs to FPGAs to specialized processors such as
TPUs [41]. In this paper, we focus on FPGAs since they provide a higher degree of versatility in exploring possible algorithms and designs, something important in an area that is evolving as quickly as ML. Since the early pioneer work exploring the
use of FPGAs on databases [68, 69, 70], a growing number of
database operations accelerated with FPGAs have been proposed
[36, 37, 40, 47, 86, 95, 97, 98, 104]. FPGAs are also increasingly
available, specially in cloud platforms such as Microsoft’s Catapult [8] and Brainwave [15, 26] projects, or Amazon F1 instances,
making them a suitable target for hardware acceleration.

(1) CREATE INDEX mlweaving_on_t1 ON create_mlweaving(‘t1’);
(2) CREATE INDEX model_on_t1 ON train_mlweaving(‘t1’, numEpochs, …);
(3) SELECT * FROM infer_mlweaving(model_on_t1, ‘t1’, labelIndex);

Intel Endpoint

Intel Libraries

DoppioDB HW Libs
MLWeaving
Accelerator

3

We explain more in Section 4.
4
In this context, we assume that Bank is 1 for ease of understanding such that one sample is processed at a time. Bank is 8 in
MLWeaving that addresses the constraints encountered when deploying any-precision SGD on an FPGA (Subsection 4.3).
5
In this paper, we do not consider the quantization of the model.

FPGA - Intel Arria 10

MLWeaving UDFs
1x QPI, 2x
PCIe
up to 20
GB/s

DoppioDB
Xeon Broadwell E5
14 Cores @ 2.4 GHz

MLWeaving
index

2.3

*/

for e = 1 to E do

DRAM
(64 GB)

Figure 2: Target platform (Intel Xeon+FPGA Gen2), overview of
DoppioDB on this platform and sample queries with MLWeaving
UDFs in DoppioDB.
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enables easy integration of FPGA-based accelerators through a set
of software and hardware libraries [73]. The hardware libraries expose a native memory interface, via which the FPGA accelerators
use to access the main memory of the host CPU. On the software
side, FPGA accelerators can be started and monitored as separate
threads. These FPGA threads run in parallel to software threads.
We implement three User Defined Functions (UDFs) in DoppioDB, as shown in Figure 2. (1) The first UDF is to initiate the creation of the MLWeaving index that is associated with a certain table
and kept internal in the database. (2) The second UDF is to initiate
training using MLWeaving. Under the hood, DoppioDB will look
for the MLWeaving index that belongs to the table given by this
UDF. If found, the FPGA thread is started. It uses the MLWeaving index to train a model which then gets transferred to the main
memory. (3) The third UDF is to perform inference on tuples using
the model that has been trained before. Similar to the MLWeaving
index, the trained model is also associated with a certain table and
will check during query execution if inference can be performed,
conditioned on a model having been trained before.
MLWeaving combined with DoppioDB offers users a SQL frontend for learning models from relational data in a seamless manner
as the data selection and transformation needed for the learning can
be done using SQL and without incurring expensive data transfers
in and out of the database.

4.

data point arrives as a whole, the multipliers needed for the gradient computation are based on the 16-bits used to represent a value.
Such 16-bit wide multipliers are complex and take up significant
hardware space. Besides, Quantized requires one memory layout
for each precision level.
Accessing the Model on FPGAs. The SGD hardware reads not
only the input data from the external memory but also the corresponding entry in the model on the FPGA. In particular, the SGD
hardware that operates on each dimension needs to read a value
from the model as a whole. Since the SGD hardware processes
a great number of dimensions concurrently, an additional design
factor we should consider is how to efficiently access the corresponding values of the model. This is referred to the bitwidth of
the model. The bitwidth is a very important parameter in an FPGA
design because it affects the complexity of the interconnects and
the way data has to move from the model storage to the computing units. The higher the bitwidth, the more complex the design
and, thus, the higher the probability that it will not meet timing at
higher clock rates. Quantized processes data points as a whole, so
c × 32 bits, where the precision of the
its model bitwidth is b 512
s
model is 32 bits and s is the precision level of input data.

4.2

MLWEAVING DESIGN

MLWeaving involves many aspects that interact in a tight manner. To make it easier to understand how it works, we develop MLWeaving in three stages: “Quantized” (Subsection 4.1), “BWeaving” (Subsection 4.2) and “MLWeaving” (Subsection 4.3). Table 2
summarizes the comparison results.

4.2.1

Hardware Metrics

Quantized

BWeaving

MLWeaving

1
Per any s-bit
b 512
s c × 32
1
n

32
1
16K
1
n

32
1
2K
8
8*n

4.1

BWeaving Memory Layout (Software)

The BWeaving memory layout is based on ideas proposed by
BitWeaving [59,60]. In a nutshell, we transpose the training dataset
to allow the runtime selection of the precision level and to reduce
memory traffic for lower precision levels. Contrary to BitWeaving
that performs the weaving on one column, BWeaving transposes
each row (a sample) to preserve access locality, since the training
dataset is accessed by SGD in a sample-at-a-time manner.
The transposition of the data used in BWeaving is shown in Figure 3. M S-bit features of a sample are transposed into S M -bit
words (where M is 8 and S is 4 in the example shown). Inside the
first row, eight 4-bit features are transposed into four 8-bit words.
The first bits (i.e., AEIMRV10) of the first sample are stored in an
8-bit word. The second word BFJNSX01, which contains the second bits, is stored next to the first word, and so on. Between rows,
the second row is stored consecutively to the first row.
Under the BWeaving memory layout, data at any level of precision can be retrieved by following a different access pattern over the
same data structure. In Figure 3(b), we show the accesses needed
to retrieve the data set at a precision of 3 bits. The first bits in the
first row are accessed, followed by the second and third bits in the
first row. Then, the access jumps to the first bits of the second row,
skipping the fourth bits of each row.
Instantiation of Memory Layout. Table 3 shows an example of
a BWeaving memory layout with #CL = 512 and M (number of
features) = 2048. For instance, the first memory slot (with index =
0) is populated with the first bits of the first 512 features of the first
sample, while the second memory slot (with index = 1) is populated
with the second bits of the first 512 features of the first sample. If
M is not a multiple of 512, we use padding to fit a 512-bit boundary
such that we can easily retrieve bits.

Table 2: Comparison of three approaches. #CL is 512. “n” represents any positive integer.
Supported precision levels
Required memory layouts
Bitwidth (bits) of model ~
x
Number of banks, #Bank
Mini-batch size, B

BWeaving

BWeaving extends Quantized [45] such that both memory access
and computation time linearly decrease with a lower number of bits
used for ML training. To do so, we propose a bit-serial memory layout (Subsection 4.2.1) and a specialized hardware design powered
by bit-serial multipliers (Subsection 4.2.2).

Quantized

Understanding of MLWeaving requires understanding the interplay between the data representation and the processing required
by the accelerator. In the case of SGD, the most important components in the design are the computing circuits, how the input data
is transferred from the external memory, and how the model is accessed on the FPGA’s local memory. In the following, we discuss
the hardware properties of Quantized [45].
Computing Circuits. Quantized employs a fixed circuit for each
precision level. It, thus, requires the data to be available at the corresponding precision. ‘Quantized” processes features using fixedpoint bit-parallel multipliers and can only support one precision
level per hardware design.
Memory Layouts. In the Xeon+FPGA platform [73] used to implement MLWeaving, the FPGA has cache coherent access to the
main memory of the CPU. The data arrives to the FPGA in the form
of cache lines, #CL (512 bits per cache line). Efficiency is achieved
by processing in parallel as many elements within that cache line
as possible. How many elements are within a cache line depends
on how the data is stored in memory. Quantized stores each data
point at a given precision in a consecutive manner. If the precision is 16 bits, every cache line brings in 512/16 data points (i.e.,
features or columns) to be processed. Because the value for each

4.2.2

BWeaving Arithmetic (Hardware)

Using a bit-serial multiplier operating on the data one bit per cycle [33,43,66,88,93,102,105], we design the BWeaving arithmetic
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(a) Full-precision fixed-point table TS = T4
1st row ABCD EFGH

IJKL MNOP RSTU VXYZ

1010

0101

Cycle

1

2

3

1

Q3 (a)

Q3 (a1 )

Q3 (a2 )

Q3 (a3 )

a1

x1

x2

x3
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2
[2]

[1]

<latexit sha1_base64="L18AMhZrxV4uzEEPphMoqS1tVQw=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEJ31E/EL9eilkZjgheyKiXojevEIiSsY2Gy6pQsNbXfTdk0I4Vd48aDGq3/Hm//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5UcqZNq777aysrq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDB51kilCfJDxR7QhrypmkvmGG03aqKBYRp61oeDv1W09UaZbIezNKaSBwX7KYEWys9IiaYa2Cw9pZWCq7VXcGtEy8nJQhRyMsfXV7CckElYZwrHXHc1MTjLEyjHA6KXYzTVNMhrhPO5ZKLKgOxrODJ+jUKj0UJ8qWNGim/p4YY6H1SES2U2Az0IveVPzP62QmvgrGTKaZoZLMF8UZRyZB0+9RjylKDB9Zgoli9lZEBlhhYmxGRRuCt/jyMvHPq9dVr3lRrt/kaRTgGE6gAh5cQh3uoAE+EBDwDK/w5ijnxXl3PuatK04+cwR/4Hz+AEE8ju8=</latexit>

a1

<latexit sha1_base64="7tPahLPYIAHqJkUSC3+N9oFOCyU=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMFY4ttLJvtpl262YTdiVBC/4UXDype/Tne/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqRQGXffbWVpeWV1bL22UN7e2d3Yre/v3Jsk04z5LZKJbITVcCsV9FCh5K9WcxqHkzXB4PfGbT1wbkag7HKU8iGlfiUgwilZ6ILTrPeZtLxh3K1W35k5BFolXkCoUaHQrX51ewrKYK2SSGtP23BSDnGoUTPJxuZMZnlI2pH3etlTRmJsgn148JsdW6ZEo0bYUkqn6eyKnsTGjOLSdMcWBmfcm4n9eO8PoIsiFSjPkis0WRZkkmJDJ+6QnNGcoR5ZQpoW9lbAB1ZShDalsQ/DmX14k/mntsubdnlXrV0UaJTiEIzgBD86hDjfQAB8YKHiGV3hzjPPivDsfs9Ylp5g5gD9wPn8A+y6QAg==</latexit>

2nd row abcd

efgh

ijkl

mnop

rstu

vxyz

1100

x

0011

<latexit sha1_base64="f2yzimwbR/Dgjzp6tZ360fHRqNI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N2IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3H1FpHst7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUeOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwB5jmM/A==</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="u83j/XzZ2ZMt9PzkJ56wspYVcvA=">AAAB3XicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8EiuCozbnQpuHHZgn1AW0omvdPGZjJDckcsQ3+BGxeK+Lfc+W9MHwttPRD4OCch954wVdKS7397ha3tnd294n7poHx4dFw5KbdskhmBTZGoxHRCblFJjU2SpLCTGuRxqLAdTu7mefsJjZWJfqBpiv2Yj7SMpODkrMbzoFL1a/5CbBOCFVRhpfqg8tUbJiKLUZNQ3Npu4KfUz7khKRTOSr3MYsrFhI+w61DzGG0/Xww6YxfOGbIoMe5oYgv394ucx9ZO49DdjDmN7Xo2N//LuhlFN/1c6jQj1GL5UZQpRgmbb82G0qAgNXXAhZFuVibG3HBBrpuSKyFYX3kTWle1wK8FDR+KcAbncAkBXMMt3EMdmiAA4QXe4N179F69j2VdBW/V2yn8kff5A9GTi6k=</latexit>
sha1_base64="308U6ggmRJhUxfpaZSDKCUnQW3Y=">AAAB6HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxInc2UhJtLCGRjwQuZG+Zg5W9vcvunpFc+AU2Fhpj60+y89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWByO/c7j6g0j+W9mSboR3QkecgZNVZqPg3KFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNWHNz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/WabqV+k8dRhDM4h0vw4BrqcAcNaAEDhGd4hTfnwXlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Q+czx/k+Yz4</latexit>

Q3 (a) ⇤ x
<latexit sha1_base64="PxZLJ4ak91fFE+6cyjZs1NC3eRs=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQPZRdFfRY9OKxBfsB7VKyabYNzWbXJCuWpX/CiwdFvPp3vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zM82PBtXGcb5RbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHTR0lirIGjUSk2j7RTHDJGoYbwdqxYiT0BWv5o9up33pkSvNI3ptxzLyQDCQPOCXGSu1676JMTs+eesWSU3FmwMvEzUgJMtR6xa9uP6JJyKShgmjdcZ3YeClRhlPBJoVuollM6IgMWMdSSUKmvXR27wSfWKWPg0jZkgbP1N8TKQm1Hoe+7QyJGepFbyr+53USE1x7KZdxYpik80VBIrCJ8PR53OeKUSPGlhCquL0V0yFRhBobUcGG4C6+vEya5xXXqbj1y1L1JosjD0dwDGVw4QqqcAc1aAAFAc/wCm/oAb2gd/Qxb82hbOYQ/gB9/gCWBo8B</latexit>

1st row

4th bit

2nd row

2nd bit
3rd bit

1st bit

aeimrv10

2nd bit

bfjnsx10

3rd bit

cgkoty01

4th bit

dhlpuz01

Example memory
access pattern

...
First 512 features of
the second sample

[2]

[3]

a2

a2

<latexit sha1_base64="ndYKABqpeWTIYV/nlH/tOFHmup4=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLaYxrLZbtqlm92wuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KOVMG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gXstMEeoTyaXqRFhTzgT1DTOcdlJFcRJx2o5G11O//USVZlLcmXFKwwQPBIsZwcZKDwj3Go950AgnvWrNrbszoGXiFaQGBVq96le3L0mWUGEIx1oHnpuaMMfKMMLppNLNNE0xGeEBDSwVOKE6zGcXT9CJVfoolsqWMGim/p7IcaL1OIlsZ4LNUC96U/E/L8hMfBHmTKSZoYLMF8UZR0ai6fuozxQlho8twUQxeysiQ6wwMTakig3BW3x5mfiN+mXduz2rNa+KNMpwBMdwCh6cQxNuoAU+EBDwDK/w5mjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AP48kAQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="R3jdW5UQuPnSZKsqy6yuwcUfLVg=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV1FvRi8cKxhbTWDbbTbt0sxt2N0IJ/RdePKh49ed489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpZxp47rfztLyyuraemmjvLm1vbNb2du/1zJThPpEcqnaEdaUM0F9wwyn7VRRnESctqLh9cRvPVGlmRR3ZpTSMMF9wWJGsLHSA8Ld+mMenIbjbqXq1twp0CLxClKFAs1u5avTkyRLqDCEY60Dz01NmGNlGOF0XO5kmqaYDHGfBpYKnFAd5tOLx+jYKj0US2VLGDRVf0/kONF6lES2M8FmoOe9ififF2QmvghzJtLMUEFmi+KMIyPR5H3UY4oSw0eWYKKYvRWRAVaYGBtS2Ybgzb+8SPx67bLm3Z5VG1dFGiU4hCM4AQ/OoQE30AQfCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H7PWJaeYOYA/cD5/AP/BkAU=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="sU5hbPAK+kK9DlSNNuLNHNxer84=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9Sv9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4uKvXrPI4inMApnIMHl1CHW2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gANNI2h</latexit>

Q3 (a2 ) ⇤ x2

Q3 (a1 ) ⇤ x1

<latexit sha1_base64="tDcjGHwoZFF7T57CcuetGToiTH8=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUD2Wjgh6LXjy2YD+gXZZsmm1Ds9klyYpl6d/w4kERr/4Zb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz321lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHLR2nirImjUWsOgHRTHDJmoYbwTqJYiQKBGsHo7up335kSvNYPphxwryIDCQPOSXGSr2Gf1khPj47f/KxXyq7VXcGtExwTsqQo+6Xvnr9mKYRk4YKonUXu4nxMqIMp4JNir1Us4TQERmwrqWSREx72ezmCTq1Sh+FsbIlDZqpvycyEmk9jgLbGREz1IveVPzP66YmvPEyLpPUMEnni8JUIBOjaQCozxWjRowtIVRxeyuiQ6IINTamog0BL768TFoXVexWceOqXLvN4yjAMZxABTBcQw3uoQ5NoJDAM7zCm5M6L8678zFvXXHymSP4A+fzB+lMkEk=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_b
sha1_base64="Cq+P0Dpt0AYbXZEy0aNSgAEwdIw=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBaheiiJEfRY9OKxBfsBbQib7aZdutmE3Y1YQv+GFw+KePXPePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyScKW3b31ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etVWcSkJbJOax7AZYUc4EbWmmOe0mkuIo4LQTjO9mfueRSsVi8aAnCfUiPBQsZARrI/WbvlvFvnt+8eS7frli1+w50CpxclKBHA2//NUfxCSNqNCEY6V6jp1oL8NSM8LptNRPFU0wGeMh7RkqcESVl81vnqIzowxQGEtTQqO5+nsiw5FSkygwnRHWI7XszcT/vF6qwxsvYyJJNRVksShMOdIxmgWABkxSovnEEEwkM7ciMsISE21iKpkQnOWXV0n7subYNad5Vanf5nEU4QROoQoOXEMd7qEBLSCQwDO8wpuVWi/Wu/WxaC1Y+cwx/IH1+QPvZpBN</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="u14WZ3JCGvMzXEfNg4LwGv5V8Sc=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBaheihJFPRY9OKxBfsBbQib7aZdutmE3Y1YQv+GFw+KePXPePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyScKW3b31ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etVWcSkJbJOax7AZYUc4EbWmmOe0mkuIo4LQTjO9mfueRSsVi8aAnCfUiPBQsZARrI/Wb/mUV++75xZPv+uWKXbPnQKvEyUkFcjT88ld/EJM0okITjpXqOXaivQxLzQin01I/VTTBZIyHtGeowBFVXja/eYrOjDJAYSxNCY3m6u+JDEdKTaLAdEZYj9SyNxP/83qpDm+8jIkk1VSQxaIw5UjHaBYAGjBJieYTQzCRzNyKyAhLTLSJqWRCcJZfXiVtt+bYNad5Vanf5nEU4QROoQoOXEMd7qEBLSCQwDO8wpuVWi/Wu/WxaC1Y+cwx/IH1+QPsWZBL</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="u14WZ3JCGvMzXEfNg4LwGv5V8Sc=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBaheihJFPRY9OKxBfsBbQib7aZdutmE3Y1YQv+GFw+KePXPePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyScKW3b31ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etVWcSkJbJOax7AZYUc4EbWmmOe0mkuIo4LQTjO9mfueRSsVi8aAnCfUiPBQsZARrI/Wb/mUV++75xZPv+uWKXbPnQKvEyUkFcjT88ld/EJM0okITjpXqOXaivQxLzQin01I/VTTBZIyHtGeowBFVXja/eYrOjDJAYSxNCY3m6u+JDEdKTaLAdEZYj9SyNxP/83qpDm+8jIkk1VSQxaIw5UjHaBYAGjBJieYTQzCRzNyKyAhLTLSJqWRCcJZfXiVtt+bYNad5Vanf5nEU4QROoQoOXEMd7qEBLSCQwDO8wpuVWi/Wu/WxaC1Y+cwx/IH1+QPsWZBL</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="tDcjGHwoZFF7T57CcuetGToiTH8=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUD2Wjgh6LXjy2YD+gXZZsmm1Ds9klyYpl6d/w4kERr/4Zb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz321lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHLR2nirImjUWsOgHRTHDJmoYbwTqJYiQKBGsHo7up335kSvNYPphxwryIDCQPOSXGSr2Gf1khPj47f/KxXyq7VXcGtExwTsqQo+6Xvnr9mKYRk4YKonUXu4nxMqIMp4JNir1Us4TQERmwrqWSREx72ezmCTq1Sh+FsbIlDZqpvycyEmk9jgLbGREz1IveVPzP66YmvPEyLpPUMEnni8JUIBOjaQCozxWjRowtIVRxeyuiQ6IINTamog0BL768TFoXVexWceOqXLvN4yjAMZxABTBcQw3uoQ5NoJDAM7zCm5M6L8678zFvXXHymSP4A+fzB+lMkEk=</latexit>

(b) Bit-serial multiplier

So war
Hardwar

A
1b

1

Acc

…

Acc

Acc

Wd h
16K b s

+

3

Q ~a F FO

511:0 0
511:0 1
511:0 2
511:0 3
...
0 511:0 31

32
33
34
...

0 1023:512 0
0 1023:512 1
0 1023:512 2
...

...

...
1 511:0 0
1 511:0 1
...

d

4

7

5

Acc

…

Acc
a

M

-

-

Y

Ba ch s
done?

G
m

0
0
0
0

128
129
...

~x

B

b

S

Content (#CL=512 bits)

0
1
2
3
...
31

Acc

+

2
D

Table 3: BWeaving memory layout: x y:z w denotes the w-th bits
of 512 features (from z-th to y-th) in the x-th sample.

Second 512 features
of the first sample

6

x2

<latexit sha1_base64="9Ebez7AsyXnUS7K0KmzSc78bSSE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9T3+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8MrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwALsI2g</latexit>

Q3 (a1 ) ⇤ x1 Q3 (a2 ) ⇤ x2 Q3 (a3 ) ⇤ x3

Q

First 512 features of
the first sample

[1]

<latexit sha1_base64="UxbFK7E/FnJ4ddWjAmb3w18J63c=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ2tX7V+VT16WSyCp5IUQb0VvXisYGwxjWWz3bRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG8f5RqWV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun9wr5NMUebRRCSqExLNBJfMM9wI1kkVI3EoWDscXU/99hNTmifyzoxTFsRkIHnEKTFWesCk13jMfTeY9Ko1p+7MgJeJW5AaFGj1ql/dfkKzmElDBdHad53UBDlRhlPBJpVupllK6IgMmG+pJDHTQT67eIJPrNLHUaJsSYNn6u+JnMRaj+PQdsbEDPWiNxX/8/zMRBdBzmWaGSbpfFGUCWwSPH0f97li1IixJYQqbm/FdEgUocaGVLEhuIsvLxOvUb+su7dnteZVkUYZjuAYTsGFc2jCDbTAAwoSnuEV3pBGL+gdfcxbS6iYOYQ/QJ8//LeQAw==</latexit>

Ex e na memo y

Figure 3: Full-precision fixed-point memory layout (a) converted
into the BWeaving memory layout (b). Each symbol (e.g., A-Z, a-z)
in the table is binary, 0 or 1. The BWeaving memory layout enables
the flexible selection of precision in memory. As an example, we
show the “memory access pattern” with a 3-bit precision (s = 3).

Index

a2

<latexit sha1_base64="lN2rYm4scT9xKU3pRHXyqegVaQM=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lUUG9FLx4rGFtMY9lsN+3SzW7Y3Qgl9F948aDi1Z/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelHKmjet+O6Wl5ZXVtfJ6ZWNza3unurt3r2WmCPWJ5FK1I6wpZ4L6hhlO26miOIk4bUXD64nfeqJKMynuzCilYYL7gsWMYGOlB4S73mMenIbjbrXm1t0p0CLxClKDAs1u9avTkyRLqDCEY60Dz01NmGNlGOF0XOlkmqaYDHGfBpYKnFAd5tOLx+jIKj0US2VLGDRVf0/kONF6lES2M8FmoOe9ififF2QmvghzJtLMUEFmi+KMIyPR5H3UY4oSw0eWYKKYvRWRAVaYGBtSxYbgzb+8SPyT+mXduz2rNa6KNMpwAIdwDB6cQwNuoAk+EBDwDK/w5mjnxXl3PmatJaeY2Yc/cD5/AP44kAQ=</latexit>

5

F gure 4 Mu p e s b pa a e a vs b se a b B pa a e
mu p e p oduces one mu p ca on esu pe cyc e wh e b
se a mu p e p oduces eve y h ee cyc es e g on cyc e 3 o 6

(b) BWeaving memory layout

Description

[3]

a1

<latexit sha1_base64="wxLodtBOTTPtNMqgD7kp9+GPExI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ2tX7V+VT16WSyCp5IUQb0VvXisYGwxjWWz3bRLN5uwuxFK6L/w4kHFqz/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG8f5RqWV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun9wr5NMUebRRCSqExLNBJfMM9wI1kkVI3EoWDscXU/99hNTmifyzoxTFsRkIHnEKTFWesCk5z7mfiOY9Ko1p+7MgJeJW5AaFGj1ql/dfkKzmElDBdHad53UBDlRhlPBJpVupllK6IgMmG+pJDHTQT67eIJPrNLHUaJsSYNn6u+JnMRaj+PQdsbEDPWiNxX/8/zMRBdBzmWaGSbpfFGUCWwSPH0f97li1IixJYQqbm/FdEgUocaGVLEhuIsvLxOvUb+su7dnteZVkUYZjuAYTsGFc2jCDbTAAwoSnuEV3pBGL+gdfcxbS6iYOYQ/QJ8//LOQAw==</latexit>

(a) Bit-parallel multiplier

AEIMRV10
BFJNSX01
CGKOTY10
DHLPUZ01

1st bit

4

x1
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that provides bit-level flexibility (i.e., supporting any precision with
a single hardware design) while maintaining a processing rate of a
cache line per clock cycle. We now present the difference between
bit-serial and bit-parallel multipliers, followed by the SGD hardware design powered by a bit-serial multiplier.
Bit-serial Multiplier vs. Bit-parallel Multiplier. Figure 4 illustrates the difference between a bit-parallel multiplier and a bitserial multiplier with one example multiplying 3-bit Q3 (a) (lowprecision) by 4-bit x (full-precision).
In a bit-parallel multiplier, each clock cycle can enable the multiplication of two numbers, in this case the quantized input Q3 (a)
and the corresponding value from the model x (Figure 4a). This is
the type of multiplier used in conventional CPUs and also previous
specialized hardware solutions [45].
In a bit-serial multiplier, one multiplication result is produced
every three cycles, a bit of Q3 (a) per cycle. After Q3 (a) is reP
placed with 3i=1 a[i] × 2−i (Equation 2), the product Q3 (a) × x
(Equation 3) is computed to be the sum of the product of a[i] and
(x ≫ i), where the binary value a[i] represents the i-th bit of a (0
or 1), ≫ means signed right shift, and i is from 1 to 3. In terms of
cycles, the product Q3 (a)×x is set to be a[1] ×(x ≫ 1) in the first
cycle, a[2] × (x ≫ 2) is added to the product in the second cycle,
and a[3] × (x ≫ 3) is added in the third cycle. The advantage
of bit-serial multiplier is that shift-and-add operations are enough

Q3 (a) × x = x ×

3
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1st row

1st row

the adder tree and then computes the final result (Qs (~a) · ~
x) of the
dot product,6 where M is number of features in the sample.
In the “serial part” stage, the scaling value scale ( 4 ) is computed
to be λ × df (Qs (~a) · ~
x, b), where λ is the learning rate (parameterizable at runtime), df is the derivative of the given loss function,
and b is the label7 of the sample.
In the “gradient computation” stage, we again instantiate 512
bit-serial multipliers ( 5 ) to compute the full-precision gradient
with comparable throughput to the “dot product” stage. The scaling value scale is broadcast to each bit-serial multiplier as its bitparallel input, while the bit-serial input Qs (~a) can be read from the
“FIFO” ( B ). The bit-serial multipliers in this stage require exactly
the same bit stream order of Qs (~a) as that required by the “dot
product” stage.
In the “model update” stage, the part of the gradient from the first
512 features is computed after s cycles, and then used to update
the working model (−
x−→
w). The working model keeps the temporary
x−→
w
model updated after each data sample is processed ( 6 ).8 Later, −
is updated with the part of gradient from the second 512 features
w is updated at the rate of every
after next s cycles, and so on. −
x−→
sample, while the architectural model (~
x) is updated only after a
mini batch (B) of samples ( 7 ), where B is the mini batch size
(parameterizable at runtime). Therefore, the semantics of minibatch SGD is preserved.
Instantiation of Hardware Design. “BWeaving” has a really high
model bitwidth of 16K (32*512), making it unsuitable in real
FPGA implementations.9
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(b) MLWeaving
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Figure 6: BWeaving memory layout (a) converted to MLWeaving
memory layout (b): M = 8, #CL = 8 and #Bank = 2.
Table 4: Instantiation of MLWeaving memory layout. x y:z w denotes the w-th bits of 64 features (from z-th to y-th) in the x-th
sample and y − z = 63. A row contains a cache line (512 bits).
Description

First 64 features
of the first 8
samples
Second 64
features of the
first 8 samples

MLWeaving

...

MLWeaving develops the ideas behind BWeaving so as to make
them implementable. In particular, MLWeaving changes both the
memory layout and the design on the FPGA to dramatically reduce
the required bitwidth of the model. Inspired by the mini-batch SGD
that uses the same model to process one mini batch of B samples,
we can process multiple samples in the same mini-batch simultaneously such that we can reduce the model bitwidth without compromising on throughput: 512 bits per cycle. As shown in Algorithm 1,
MLWeaving instantiates 8 physical banks to accommodate 8 samples (#Bank = 8) in the same mini-batch simultaneously (Lines
5-6) such that 8 samples reading the same portion of the model are
processed in a lock-step manner. This is why B must be a multiple
of 8.10 At the same time, we adjust the related memory layout such
that the data stream from the memory flows into the MLWeaving
hardware without any transposition overhead.

First 64 features
of the second 8
samples

4.3.1

Index

Bank 7

...

Bank 1

Bank 0

0
1
2
...
31

7 63:0 0
7 63:0 1
7 63:0 2
...
7 63:0 31

...
...
...
...
...

1 63:0 0
1 63:0 1
1 63:0 2
...
1 63:0 31

0 63:0 0
0 63:0 1
0 63:0 2
...
0 63:0 31

32
33
...

7 127:64 0
7 127:64 1
...

...
...
...

1 127:64 0
1 127:64 1
...

0 127:64 0
0 127:64 1
...

...

...

...

...

...

1024
1025
...

15 63:0 0
15 63:0 1
...

...
...
...

9 63:0 0
9 63:0 1
...

8 63:0 0
8 63:0 1
...

MLWeaving Memory Layout (Software)

Starting from the BWeaving memory layout in Figure 3, we
show the memory layout transition to MLWeaving in Figure 6.
BWeaving populates each memory transaction with eight bits from
the same row, e.g., AEIMRV10 of the first row. In contrast, the
first/second row contributes four bits for each memory transaction
under MLWeaving. For instance, the first bits of the first four features of two rows assemble into the first memory transaction, e.g.,
AEIMaeim. Since the bits AEIM and aeim share the same weights,
the model only needs to provide four weights within a cycle.
Instantiation of Memory Layout. We instantiate the MLWeaving
memory layout by setting #CL (or #Bank) to be 512 (or 8). Now
we use the case with M = 2048 as an example in Table 4. For
instance, the first memory transaction is populated with the first
bits of the first 64 features of the first eight samples. If M is not
a multiple of 64, we use padding to align it to 64 bits. Thus, the
memory traffic M T (in terms of bits) for each sample consists of
two parts, as shown in Equation 4. The first equality shows the
memory traffic from all the features, evaluated to be the precision
level s multiplied by the value that rounds up M to the nearest
multiple of 64. The second equality (32 bits) comes from the label
of each sample.

6

In the actual implementation, we adopt the distributed arithmetic
computation approach [43, 102] to compute the dot product, since
it produces the same result with fewer hardware resources. Here,
we use the basic bit-serial multiplier for ease of understanding.
7
In our actual implementation, we also load the label b from memory. However, we omit the related data path in Figure 5 for clarity.
8
The pair (architectural model, working model) is only used in the
hardware design (Figures 5, 7), analogous to the pair (architectural
register, physical register) in computer architecture. The architectural register indicates the register specified by instruction set architecture (ISA), visible to the programmer. The physical register
is used to store temporary results, invisible to the programmer.
9
In Intel Arria 10 FPGA, the model is implemented with 20-Kb
memory blocks (i.e., M20Ks). Each M20K can provide a 32bitwidth with ECC (or 40 without ECC) for the model, so a 16Kbitwidth requires 512 M20Ks with ECC (or 410 without ECC). It
is extremely difficult to access 410 M20Ks in a lock-step manner
(e.g., sharing the same read/write address) while maintaining high
frequency, as M20Ks are uniformly distributed inside an FPGA.
10
The larger #Bank leads to less complexity of hardware design
but more limitation on mini-batch size.

MT = s × d

4.3.2

M
e × 64 + 32
64

(4)

MLWeaving Arithmetic (Hardware)

Following Algorithm 1, we present the fully-pipelined hardware
design of MLWeaving arithmetic in Figure 7. The targeted throughput of MLWeaving arithmetic is 512 bits per cycle. It consists of
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(a) Overall architecture

(b) Detailed design of each bank

Figure 7: Fully pipelined MLWeaving hardware with 8 banks (#Bank = 8), according to Algorithm 1. Its throughput is 512 bits per cycle.
three main pipeline stages. In the following, we explain the design
details of each pipeline stage.
In the “multi-bank processing” stage, the 512-bit computing
pipeline is divided into 8 banks, each of which consumes 64 bits
from one sample ( 1 ), as shown in Figure 7a. The most important
property of this stage is that 8 banks read the same portion of the
model at a given time. Each bank behaves the same as that in the
BWeaving arithmetic in Figure 5, except that each bank instantiates
64 bit-serial multipliers in the “dot product” and “gradient computation” stages (Figure 7b). Since we instantiate 8 banks, the total
throughput of the MLWeaving arithmetic is still 512 bits per cycle.
In the “gradient accumulation” stage, a portion of the gradient
(64 32-bit elements) from 8 banks is fed to 64 element-wise adder
trees, each of which generates one element of the average gradient
within a cycle ( 2 ).
In the “model update” stage, the average gradient is used to update the working model (−
x−→
w) ( 3 ) for every 8 samples. The architectural model (~x) is updated only after a mini batch (B) of samples
is finished.
Instantiation of Hardware Design.
Table 5 shows the resource consumption in our FPGA when we implement the computing pipeline of MLWeaving. MLWeaving achieves high clock frequency (400MHz) while requiring a reasonable amount of FPGA
resources. This is because 1) the proposed multi-bank architecture
of MLWeaving leads to fewer BRAMs (on-chip memory blocks on
FPGAs) for the architectural and working models in Figure 7, and
2) the memory layout allows MLWeaving to directly consume data
from memory, without auxiliary hardware modules for transposition. The theoretical throughput of MLWeaving’s hardware design
is roughly 25.6GB/s (400M * 512 bits per cycle), much larger than
the available memory read bandwidth: 15GB/s.

scheme is orthogonal to the BWeaving and MLWeaving designs, so
it can be applied to both.11 Our aim is three-fold. G1: it lets SGD
read the up-to-date model. G2: it supports various batch sizes. G3:
it exploits the greatest possible overlap between computation (i.e.,
dot product) and communication (i.e., model update). Next, we
identify the performance issue of synchronous SGD, followed by
our mechanisms to achieve three goals.
Performance Issue of Synchronous SGD. According to Algorithm 1, model reading (Line 8) and model update (Line 14) has
a Read After Write (RAW) dependency, due to the inherently sequential nature of synchronous SGD. For example, the model read
by the second batch (B samples) should be up-to-date such that the
gradient from the first batch has already been accumulated into the
model, as illustrated in Figure 8a. In other words, the second batch
has to wait until the model is updated. The performance issue is
not trivial, as it takes dM/64e ∗ s cycles to update the model for
each batch, where M is the number of features, 64 is the number of
elements written to the model within a cycle, and s is the number
of cycles to do one multiplication with a bit-serial multiplier.
Basic Mechanism. The goal of the basic mechanism is to preserve
the precedence for synchronous SGD (G1 and G2). In particular, our mini-batch SGD reads the up-to-date model. The key idea
of the basic mechanism is to record the read/write operations performed on the model ~
x such that MLWeaving will not read the outof-date model and wait until the model becomes up-to-date. To do
so, we introduce two 16-bit registers: wr counter and rd counter.
Table 6 illustrate how to manipulate such two counters to preserve
the dependency. The wr counter records the times of writing operations performed on the model ~
x in the “model update” stage. Its
initialization value is B, where B is the input batch size. It means
that B credits are provided at the beginning for B samples to read ~
x
in the “dot product” stage. wr counter is incremented by B when
the model ~
x is updated, indicating that ~
x is updated by the average gradient from every B samples in Algorithm 1. We can update
the wr counter once the average gradient is ready, since there is no
WAR or WAW dependency. The rd counter records the times of
reading operations performed on the model ~
x in the “dot product”

Table 5: FPGA resource consumption

5.

Name

Logic (ALMs)

DSPs

BRAMs

Frequency

BWeaving
MLWeaving

N.A
35670 (8.4%)

N.A
0 (0%)

N.A
3.25Mb (6.1%)

N.A
400 MHz

PRESERVATION OF PRECEDENCE

11

We propose a simple yet efficient scheme to keep SGD hardware
design synchronous, without compromising processing speed. Our

In the following, we describe our scheme for MLWeaving. The
scheme can easily generalize to BWeaving.
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number of bits to use for each epoch. We exploit this flexibility
and build a simple dynamic precision schedule: use 2 bits for the
1st-4th epochs, 3 bits for the 5th-8th epochs, 4 bits for the 9th-16th
epochs, 5 bits for the 17th-32nd epochs, and so on. That is, the
number of bits grows over time until we reach the targeted loss.
This simple schedule is inspired by the following
theoretical ob√
servation: for SGD to converge with O(1/ K) rate, at each iteration K, it only requires that the bias introduced by the low precision
representation decreases faster than O(1/K). The above schedule
is one example that satisfies this property, as the bias introduced by
low precision is halved when one more bit is used.
Remarks. Note that the above schedule is far from optimal and
perfect. One can design more adaptive schedules by, for example, monitoring the speed of the decrease of loss and dynamically
choosing when to switch to the next level of precision. MLWeaving allows this possibility by providing an end-to-end solution that
enables dynamic precision schedule. We will explore more sophisticated precision schedule schemes as well as the problem of mapping precision and error levels as part of future work.
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(b) Chaining-enhanced mechanism
Figure 8: MLWeaving with and without chaining.
Table 6: Basic mechanism to preserve RAW dependency
wr counter
rd counter

Init Value

Step Size

Updating Condition

B
0

B
8

Always ok
rd counter != wr counter

7. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
7.1 Experimental Setup
Workloads. We carry out our experiments with the five data sets
shown in Table 7. For the multi-class dataset TL [46], we use 10
classes of ImageNet [53]. Instead of directly using the images in
ImageNet, we use 2048 features per sample extracted by a neural
network (InceptionV3 [90]) that can be used for transfer learning,
and we train binary classifiers using the one-vs-one strategy [78].
For the dataset Madelon, the training samples are duplicated 10
times so that the size exceeds the capacity of the last level cache in
the CPU. For the dataset KDD, since its original dataset is highly
skewed, i.e., 93% samples are labelled 0, we uniformly delete the
samples labelled 0 so that the final dataset is balanced.

stage. Its initialization value is 0, indicating that ~
x has not been
read yet. It is incremented by 8 when the model is read, since MLWeaving processes 8 samples concurrently. Its updating condition
is that rd counter is not equal to wr counter, indicating there are
still enough credits for samples to read ~
x. This is the critical step
to preserve the dependency.
Chaining-Enhanced Mechanism. To increase the overlap between computation and model update (G3), we propose the chaining enhanced mechanism for synchronous SGD. The key idea is to
allow computation when updating the model, while preserving the
dependency. To do so, we treat the model ~
x as a vector register
that requires multiple cycles to read/write and follows a sequential
access pattern. Then, we use the chaining technique [23, 51, 52, 80]
of vector processing to maximally overlap computation and model
update. In particular, the model updated with the gradient from the
first batch can be forwarded to the second batch before the entire
updating operation completes, as shown in Figure 8b. The second
batch can begin to read after s cycles, where s is the precision level.
We observe that it is safe for the second batch to read the model after the first part of the model (e.g., 64 values) is updated into the
model. The data dependency is preserved since the model updating
speed is not slower than the model reading speed.

6.

Table 7: Evaluated datasets.
Dataset

Features

Training samples

Testing samples

Classes

Gisette [9]
TL [46]
Epsilon [9]
KDD [63]
Madelon [9]

5000
2048
2000
2399
500

6000
26,000
40,000
40,000
20,000

1000
5200
10,000
44772
600

2
10
2
2
2

FPGA Implementations. There are two FPGA implementations.
First, MLWeaving (sync) represents the MLWeaving hardware that
satisfies the RAW dependency. Second, MLWeaving (async) represents the MLWeaving hardware that violates the RAW dependency
such that it directly reads the model even when the model is still
out-of-date.12
CPU Baselines. Since SGD is inherently sequential, keeping consistency when running SGD leads to no parallelism among cores.
Two first-order variants of SGD (“Hogwild” and “ModelAverage”)
have been proposed to parallelize SGD on modern CPUs and we
use both as baselines, employing existing optimization methods on
CPUs: multi-core (14 cores), low-precision (8-bit) and AVX2 instruction (256-bit).
“Hogwild” [71, 107] allows each core to compute the gradient
from its own portion of dataset and then to perform asynchronous
update on a single copy of the model without any synchronization.
Therefore, the parallelism among cores is exploited at the cost of
low statistical efficiency due to asynchronous updates. Even though
no synchronization is required, Hogwild still suffers from cache coherence overhead, i.e., invalidating the model copies in the private

PER-EPOCH TUNING OF PRECISION

MLWeaving introduces one tuning knob for the user: the precision level to be used for training. Most existing work assumes that
it is the user’s responsibility to set the right precision level. This is
understandable, as the right level depends on both the data and the
error tolerance and as no tight theory can map error tolerance back
to the right precision level.
In this paper, we do not address the problem of determining the
right precision level for the user, as it goes well beyond the scope of
the work. Instead, we provide a simple, dynamic schedule of precision that harvests the potential of MLweaving. Such a schedule
works robustly on all data sets we have.
Dynamic Precision Schedule. Our schedule is based on a very
simple observation: at the beginning of the training, the system is
less sensitive to the error introduced by low precision data representation; at the end of the training, the system often requires more
bits to converge. MLWeaving allows us to dynamically change the

12

In the following experiments, by default, MLWeaving means MLWeaving (sync) on FPGAs and with chaining enabled.
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Figure 9: Hardware characteristics on hardware efficiency.
overlap computation and memory access. We conclude that chaining significantly increases the hardware efficiency. In order to fully
understand the trend, we develop an analytical cost model to predict the performance for both chaining and no chaining settings, as
shown in Appendix of our technical report [96].
Effect of Mini Batch Size. We examine the effect of mini batch
size (B) on hardware efficiency. Figure 9b illustrates the speedup
of various batch sizes over “B=8” on the dataset Gisette. We observe that performance is roughly stable for different batch sizes,
since MLWeaving is able to maximally overlap computation and
memory access, regardless of mini batch size. We conclude that
the batch size has a negligible effect on hardware efficiency.
MLWeaving (sync) vs. MLWeaving (async). We examine the
effect of the RAW dependency on hardware efficiency. Intuitively, MLWeaving (async) would achieve more throughput than
MLWeaving (sync), since MLWeaving (async) does not need to
wait the RAW dependency to be resolved. However, since both
approaches are memory-bound on the targeted FPGA, their relative performance difference, i.e., (MLWeaving (sync)- MLWeaving
(async))/MLWeaving (sync), is small, as shown in Figure 10. We
conclude that MLWeaving (sync), which preserves the RAW dependency, has little effect on hardware efficiency, with the help of
our chaining technique.
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Hardware Characteristics of MLWeaving
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Hardware Efficiency: Throughput

In this subsection, we demonstrate the hardware efficiency of
MLWeaving, i.e., elapsed time for each epoch.13 Our objective is
two-fold. First, we analyze the performance characteristics of MLWeaving on FPGAs. Second, we compare MLWeaving with the
state-of-art implementations on CPUs.

7.2.1

Epsilon
Gisette

Precision: Number of bits

Comparison Methodology. Our evaluations mainly validate three
hypotheses. First, MLWeaving can achieve linear speedup when a
smaller number of bits is used in the training (Subsection 7.2). Second, MLWeaving converges faster than its first-order counterparts
on CPUs (Subsection 7.4). Third, using a dynamic precision schedule further accelerates the convergence process (Subsection 7.5).

7.2

1.5

Speedup over “B=8”

Ratio over “no chaining”

caches of other cores before the real write operation. The cache
coherence overhead is so severe on a multi-core CPU that Hogwild
cannot benefit from using low-precision (Figure 14b).
“ModelAverage” [109] allows each core to have its own copy of
the model so that no costly invalidation among cores occurs. It averages the models at the end of each epoch and then broadcasts the
aggregated model to each core at the beginning of the next epoch.
Therefore, its multi-core implementation can saturate the maximum memory bandwidth of the CPU (leading to high hardware
efficiency). However, ModelAverage has relatively lower statistical efficiency since each worker uses its local (not global) model
to compute the gradient. Since its 32-bit floating-point implementation is memory-bound, ModelAverage can significantly benefit
from a low-precision dataset that requires less memory traffic. In
our experiment, we choose 8-bit precision because 1) the smallest bank width of a SIMD register is 8 bits and 2) ModelAverage
becomes compute-bound when the dataset is quantized to 8 bits,
indicating lower performance for a lower-than-8-bit precision.
Learning Rate Schedules. During training, the learning rate decays based on a pre-defined schedule to achieve a higher convergence rate. We describe our concrete learning rate schedules on
FPGAs and CPUs. On CPUs, the schedule√determines the learning rate (λe ) of the e-th epoch to be λ × β e , where λ is the initial learning rate while β is the decay factor.
√ In our experiment,
a more aggressive decay policy, e.g., λ/ e or λ/e, slows down
the convergence rate. We find that a constant learning rate leads
to the best performance on several datasets. On FPGAs, we employ a relatively simple schedule, as shown in Equation 5, where α
is the threshold to decay the learning rate, because 1) on FPGAs,
we apply the learning rate (λe ) as a right-shift operator and thus
λe = 2−j , where j is an integer; and 2) MLWeaving needs a lower
number of epochs to converge to the same training loss versus its
CPU rivals that are not synchronous.
n
λ,
e≤α
λe = λ ∗ 0.5, e > α
(5)
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Figure 10: Relative performance difference between MLWeaving
(sync) and MLWeaving (async). B is 16. s is 8.

We analyze five different hardware properties of MLWeaving. In
our analysis, we typically run 50 epochs and get the average time
for each epoch.
Effect of Chaining. We examine the effect of our chaining technique that relaxes the unnecessary RAW dependency for MLWeaving (Section 5). Figure 9a decipts the speedup of “chaining” over
“no chaining” for two datasets. The batch size is 8. The x-axis depicts the precision s. We observe that with chaining, we can achieve
up to 1.4X speedup over no chaining for different combinations of
precision level (s) and number of features, since chaining can fully

Effect of Precision Level on Execution Time. Figure 11 provides
the performance improvement of various precision levels over the
full-precision implementation “32-bit” under MLWeaving for two
datasets. We make two observations. First, the performance of
MLWeaving improves roughly linearly as bit precision reduces, especially when s is larger than 4. Second, when s is less than 4, the
speedup is sub-linear since the benefit from our chaining technique
cannot fully amortize the negative impact of the inherent pipeline
latency. We conclude that MLWeaving significantly reduces the
elapsed time when using a smaller number of bits.
Effect of Precision Level on Memory Traffic. Figure 12 illustrates the memory traffic required by each sample for two datasets,

13

The elapsed time for each epoch is inversely proportional to the
throughput that each implementation can achieve. In the following,
we use both terms interchangeably to illustrate hardware efficiency.
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Figure 12: Memory traffic (bits) per sample as the precision varies.

Figure 11: Relative performance improved with various precision
levels over “32-bit”, where “32-bit” is the case with s = 32.
Normalized throughput

as s is varied. We observe that the required memory traffic almost
increases linearly as the precision level increases, consistent with
the trend demonstrated in Equation 4. We conclude that the MLWeaving memory layout enables efficient data retrieval from external memory for any precision level at runtime.
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Comparison with CPU Implementations

We compare the throughput of MLWeaving with two state-of-art
CPU algorithms: Hogwild and ModelAverage. Figure 13 shows
the comparison result. Both CPU algorithms are fully optimized.
They use a low-precision dataset, employ all the 14 cores and are
AVX2-enhanced. “x-FP” (or “x-char”) indicates “x” with floatingpoint (or char) dataset, where “x” is Hogwild or ModelAverage.
We use two metrics for comparison: time and memory traffic.
“MLWeaving-32bit” (or “MLWeaving-8bit”) means MLWeaving
with s = 32 (or 8) on FPGAs.
Time. Figure 13a illustrates the normalized throughput of two
CPU approaches and MLWeaving. We make two major observations. First, ModelAverage-FP achieves roughly 4 times more
throughput than MLWeaving-32bit, since both are memory-bound
and the achievable memory read bandwidth of the CPU (i.e.,
60GB/s) is roughly four times as much as that of the FPGA (i.e.,
15GB/s). ModelAverage-FP and MLWeaving-8bit roughly have
the same throughput, while ModelAverage-char (which is computebound) achieves obviously more throughput than MLWeaving-8bit.
Second, even though Hogwild-FP achieves more throughput than
MLWeaving-32bit, it is still compute-bound since it suffers from
severe cache coherence overhead due to the fact that multiple cores
try to update the same memory address. When the model dimension becomes smaller, the overhead becomes larger as cache invalidation occurs more frequently among cores.14
Memory Traffic. Figure 13b illustrates the normalized memory
traffic, where the memory traffic on the CPU is collected using the
Intel Performance Counter Monitor [103]. We observe that both
Hogwild-FP and ModelAverage-FP require roughly the same memory traffic as MLWeaving-32bit, since their datasets are all fullprecision (32-bit), while Hogwild-char and ModelAverage-char require roughly the same amount of memory traffic as MLWeaving8bit. We conclude that low-precision datasets causes less memory
traffic on both CPUs and FPGAs.
To sum up, due to the small amount of memory bandwidth available on FPGAs, MLWeaving has raw throughput advantage over
CPU approaches only when the chosen precision level is relatively
low, e.g., less than 4.
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Figure 13: Hardware efficiency: MLWeaving vs. CPU rivals.

7.3

Statistical Efficiency: Loss vs. Epochs

We analyze the statistical efficiency of MLWeaving. We mainly
validate that MLWeaving requires significantly fewer number of
epochs to converge than its state-of-the-art CPU rivals.
MLWeaving vs. CPUs. We compare the statistical efficiency between MLWeaving and two full-precision CPU approaches for two
datasets Epsilon and KDD15 in Figures 14a,14d. We observe that
MLWeaving requires a smaller number of epochs to converge than
its CPU counterparts, even though MLWeaving uses 3-bit precision
while CPU approaches use full precision. For example, MLWeaving requires only 40 epochs to converge for the dataset Epsilon,
while ModelAverage (or Hogwild) needs 392 (or 199) epochs to
converge to the same loss in Figure 14a. The underlying reason is
that MLWeaving is always working on the up-to-date model while
ModelAverage and Hogwild are not.
Impact of Mini Batch Size. We examine the impact of batch size
B on statistical efficiency under MLWeaving. Figure 15 compares
the convergence trend with different batch sizes for the datasets
Gisette and KDD. We run 40 epochs and observe the training loss
for each epoch. We find that a larger batch size leads to a slightly
slower convergence speed. Thus, we prefer to use a small minibatch size to train with MLWeaving.

14

15

In our technical report [96], we add the experiments about MLWeaving on CPUs, where the lack of hardware instructions makes
it hard to exploit MLWeaving on the CPU.

We do not examine lower-precision (i.e., less than 8 bits) CPU
approaches, as a lower precision always leads to a slightly worse
statistical efficiency.
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Figure 14: Convergence comparison: training loss vs. epoch/time/memory traffic. The batch size is 8. Speedup indicates MLWeaving versus
the fastest 14-core AVX2-enhanced low-precision CPU approach, in terms of time and memory traffic.
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ures 14c. Thus, MLWeaving could provide 25X speedup if the
FPGA had comparable memory bandwidth. It means that MLWeaving does significantly more energy-efficient training than its
low-precision CPU counterparts. We conclude that MLWeaving,
with its low-precision and synchronous training on FPGAs, greatly
outperforms the state-of-the-art low-precision and asynchronous
first-order training on CPUs for training linear models.
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Figure 15: Effect of batch size on statistical efficiency. s is 8.

7.4

Effect of Flexible Precision Schedule

In this subsection, we examine the effect of our flexible precision schedule (in Section 6) that increases the level of precision with a simple fixed schedule during training. Table 8 illustrates the speedup that MLWeaving with dynamic precision schedule achieves over MLWeaving with fixed precision schedule and
over the fastest CPU method with fixed precision. The CPU approach is fully optimized. We make two observations.
First, the dynamic precision schedule (i.e., “adaptive” approach)
reduces end-to-end training time on average by 1.19x, compared
with the “non-adaptive” approach that uses fixed precision under
MLWeaving, indicating great potential of dynamic precision schedule.17 Second, the dynamic precision schedule sometimes can lead
to slowdowns, for instance for Epsilon. The reason is that Epsilon needs only 40 epochs to train with a low-precision (i.e., 3-bit)
dataset to converge to the targeted loss, while our dynamic precision schedule (in Section 6) uses the high precision (above 3 bits)
after the first 8 epochs. The training that uses the high precision
(above 3 bits) needs the same number of epochs to converge as using the 3-bit precision, while the throughput of using the 3-bit precision is much higher. Therefore, we need a sophisticated precision
schedule to fully utilize MLWeaving. We conclude that even a simple dynamic precision schedule can significantly reduce end-to-end
training time.

End-to-End Comparison: Loss vs. Time

In this subsection, we validate that MLWeaving outperforms its
CPU rivals in terms of end-to-end performance (training loss vs.
time), even though the evaluated CPU has 4 times more achievable memory bandwidth than the targeted FPGA. We employ two
datasets Epsilon and KDD to demonstrate the comparison result, as
shown in Figure 14.16 We make three observations.
First, MLWeaving uses a low-precision dataset to converge to
the same training loss as ModelAverage or Hogwild, each of which
works on the full-precision dataset. For example, 3-bit precision
is good enough for MLWeaving to train the dataset Epsilon, indicating great potential for low-precision training. Second, lowprecision Hogwild slightly slows down the training. Since Hogwild
is bounded by cache coherence overhead, low precision, which
potentially speeds up other parts of SGD, causes more cache coherence traffic among cores and then slows down the convergence
speed, as shown in Figure 14b. Third, MLWeaving requires up
to 25X less data movement to converge to the same loss, compared to its low-precision CPU counterpart, as illustrated in Fig16

We only put the results of the two datasets with the largest and
smallest speedups in Figure 14, while the results of all the other
datasets are in Appendix of our technical report [96].

17

The exact per-epoch tuning process for the dataset Gisette is
shown in Appendix of our technical report [96].
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Table 8: End-to-end speedup due to flexible precision schedule.
Adaptive Approach
Vs. non-adaptive
Vs. fastest CPU

8.

TL

Gisette

KDD

Madelon

Epsilon

1.26×
10.7×

1.5×
16.5×

0.92×
3×

1.35×
6.1×

0.9×
9.9×

ware. It consists of an in-memory data storage layout that allows
efficient retrieval of quantized data at any level of precision, an
efficient implementation of SGD on an FPGA, and an adaptive algorithm to learn a model using lower precision without having to
determine the level of precision in advance. MLWeaving achieves
linear speedup as precision level is decreased, and provides up to
a 16X performance improvement compared to the state-of-the-art
low-precision first-order CPU implementation. We make the MLWeaving design open-source.18

RELATED WORK

To our knowledge, MLWeaving is the first novel solution for data
representation and hardware acceleration for ML in database engines. MLWeaving builds on previous work from multiple communities: databases, machine learning, and computer architecture.
Bulk bitwise operations. Bulk bitwise operations [1, 25, 49, 58,
59,60,72,79,82,83,99] have been used in a variety of applications,
including database scans [25, 59, 60, 83]. Among them, MLWeaving is inspired by BitWeaving [59], a transposed columnar storage layout designed for predicate evaluation on a per-column basis.
BitWeaving is very efficient when answering a subfamily of relational queries. The memory layout used in MLWeaving is different
from BitWeaving to accommodate the access pattern of batch SGD
and the hardware implementation on an FPGA.
FPGA-accelerated ML/DL. MLWeaving builds on a growing line
of research accelerating machine learning with FPGAs [5, 6, 8, 14,
15, 17, 26, 45, 61, 64, 65, 67, 84]. Closest to MLWeaving is the
work by De Sa et al. [17] and Kara et al. [45] using FPGAs to
implement low-precision generalized linear models, and they are
asynchronous. These previous methods achieve good performance
using individual circuits for each level of precision. Microsoft
Brainwave [15] leverages FPGAs to implement low-precision programmable Neural Processing Unit for DNN inference at scale. It
can support four low precision levels: 8/16-bit int and ms-fp9/8. In
contrast, MLWeaving provides a single, flexible hardware design
for all precision levels. We believe that MLWeaving has great potential to be used in Brainwave to enable any-precision inference.
Low-Precision DNNs. One specific application whose lowprecision implementation on hardware has been intensively studied
is Deep Neural Networks. Prior efforts [3, 18, 19, 21, 42, 43, 50, 85]
explore the fine-grained variation in bit-level precision for DNN
inference, so their computation time is proportional to the bitwidth
used. Since the computation time dominates the overall performance for their DNN inference, the overall performance scales linearly with the bitwidth. Other research [2, 4, 7, 10, 11, 12, 16, 20, 29,
30,38,39,41,41,54,62,77,106] focuses on using a fixed-point, lowprecision data representation and arithmetic to accelerate DNNs,
instead of using full-precision. For example, Google’s TPU [41]
features 64K 8-bit fixed-point MACs to accelerate neural network
inference. More information about DNNs can be found in the survey [89]. Compared with these efforts, MLWeaving focuses on a
different workload, i.e., generalized linear models. We do not focus
on the fixed quantization of the input data, but on flexible data retrieval. As part of future work we would like to investigate whether
the design in MLWeaving can also be used to reduce memory traffic
for DNNs.
Compression on DB/ML. Previous work [13, 24, 27, 31, 34, 55, 72,
74,75,76,79,81,101] employs compression techniques, e.g., dictionary encoding, to compress the data such that the further memory
traffic can be significantly reduced at the cost of lightweight decompression overhead. Previous work [22, 48] directly performs
compressed operations on sparse data representations to accelerate
linear algebra. In contrast, MLWeaving exploits the low precision
of dataset to accelerate machine learning training.

9.

Future Directions and Limitations. The current prototype of MLWeaving has a number of limitations that will require additional
work to make learning of generalized linear models possible in all
cases. Some of these limitations are methodological and affect the
ML algorithms used. Others are a question of exploring the design
space enabled by MLWeaving in more detail, which cannot be done
in this paper due to page limit. A first methodological limitation of
MLWeaving is that, as is, it only supports dense, numerical data.
This is fine in some applications as it is not uncommon for sparse
and categorical values (e.g., YouTube video IDs) to be mapped to
a dense embedding. However, there are cases where training directly on sparse or categorical data is still necessary. To support the
latter case, MLWeaving would need to be extended by potentially
combining it not only with other lossless compression strategies but
also with ML techniques such as feature hashing [100] and weight
sharing [31]. A very interesting future research direction MLWeaving opens is the development of a unified data structure supporting
dense, sparse, categorical, or numerical data while providing similar level of flexibility as MLWeaving.
Another methodological limitation of MLWeaving is that it currently only supports generalized linear models. However, as long as
the loss function is Lipschitz continuous over the input data and the
data access pattern is row-wise, it is likely that similar techniques
could still be applied with some adjustments. Thus, another interesting future direction is to adapt MLWeaving to problems such as
matrix factorization [56] or clustering using K-Means [44].
An area where MLWeaving needs more work is dynamic precision scheduling. The current strategy is based on a simple intuition
just to illustrate the benefit provided by MLWeaving. More sophisticated dynamic schedules will require a systematic analysis of the
convergence properties with the dynamic precision changes. For
example, one could use a technique similar to how AdaComm [94]
dynamically adjusts communication frequencies. In particular, we
can determine the convergence upper bound with respect to the precision schedule and choose the schedule that minimizes the convergence upper bound. We leave this direction to future work.
Limitations of MLWeaving caused by the current implementation and hardware can be solved by using different platforms or
more complex designs. For example, MLWeaving currently supports models up to 32K dimensions due to the available on-chip
memory capacity. It is reasonable to expect that the capacity will
increase in future FPGAs. Also, the learning rate supported by MLWeaving can only be 2−j , where j is an integer, since MLWeaving
uses a right-shift operator to control the learning rate. It is not clear
how limiting this is in practice given the current results, but we will
explore different hardware designs to provide more flexibility as
part of future work.
Acknowledgments. Some experiments in the paper were obtained through the Intel Hardware Accelerator Research Program
(HARP2) at the Paderborn Center for Parallel Computing (PC2 ).
We thank Intel for their donation of the HARP2 machine.

CONCLUSION

MLWeaving is an innovative solution for embedding machine
learning in relational engines and taking advantage of modern hard-
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Github: https://github.com/fpgasystems/MLWeaving
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